
Mediactivate 

     your business



Groupe Rossel, 

the Multichannel 

Newsbrands Group.

Groupe Rossel



Groupe Rossel, the leading press and media group in French-speaking Belgium is also one of  
the biggest media companies in France. Since its foundation in 1887 by Pierre-Emile Rossel,  
this family-owned business has retained its financial independance allowing it to maintain complete  
editorial independance within its various newsbrands. The activity of the group is centered  
around multichannel newsbrands disseminated via print, digital, radio and television channels.

NEWSPAPERS 
3.156.180 
readers per day

MAGAZINES
5.350.633 

readers per week

FREE PRESS
5.251.710 

readers per day/week

LOCAL/THEMATIC PRESS
2.876.750 

readers per day

TOTAL CONTACTS
50.852.572 

WEBSITES
29.059.949 

real users per month 

RADIO 
1.598.750

listeners per week 

TELEVISION 
3.558.600

viewers per week 

MEDIABRANDS 
95

across Belgium & France 

COMPANIES
78 

EMPLOYEES 
3.750

The figures of a leader
In France and Belgium, Groupe Rossel, the multichannel Newsbrands group that generates more than 50 million touchpoints :
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55

Most of our brands are leading "newsbrands" benefi ting 
from the strongest audiences and displaying a remarkably 
high coverage rate within their respective markets. 
They also stand out in the way they create a sense of 
proximity, both regionally and locally, and how there is a 
real bond with their audiences. 

Powerful media leaders 

across Belgium and France

Belgium: Le Soir, La Capitale, La Meuse, La Gazette, 
La Province, Nord Eclair, L’Echo, Metro, Vlan, De Tijd, 
Sudpresse, Soirmag, Immovlan, L’Avenir, 7Dimanche, 
So Soir, Gocar, Cinenews, PassionSanté.

North of France: La Voix Du Nord, Nord Éclair, 
Nord Littoral, Courrier Picard, L’Aisne Nouvelle, L’Union, 
L’Est Éclair, L’Ardennais, Libération Champagne.

France: 20 Minutes, Psychologies.

The asset of 

strong media brands

France Belgium ParisNorth of France
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Rossel Advertising

DNA

Human

Innovation

Power

Context
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Every week, our media brands enable you to reach 70% of the French-speaking Belgian population and 72% 
of the PRA target.

In one week, Rossel Advertising connects you to 45% of the French-speaking surfers on all available devices.

Print, digital, native, brand content, research, targeting, programmatic… with Rossel Advertising, your brand 
expands in all dimensions.

More of a partner than merely a saleshouse, we work with you hand in hand to imagine creative, innovative 
and tailor-made advertising solutions developed and adjusted in real time.

ROI guaranteed: Rossel Advertising is willing to commit to a fee system based on results.WIN WIN

Rossel Advertising is the 

French-speaking community’s 

specialist for your brand.

Every week, our media brands enable you to reach 
of the PRA target.

In one week, Rossel Advertising connects you to 

Print, digital, native, brand content, research, targeting, programmatic…
expands in all dimensions.

More of a partner than merely a saleshouse, we work with you 
and tailor-made advertising solutions

ROI guaranteed: Rossel Advertising is willing to commit to a fee system based on results.WIN WIN



SUDPRESSE  
Leader of French-speaking newsbrands
656.700 readers/surfers per day

LE SOIR  
Leader of French-speaking quality newsbrands
556.400 readers/surfers per day

L’AVENIR  
Leader in the Namur/Luxembourg areas
539.510 readers/surfers per day

7 DIMANCHE   
The leading free newspaper on Sunday  
621.400 readers/surfers per week

VLAN MEDIA  
Leader of regional free press
1.606.920 readers/surfers per week

GEZONDHEID.BE/PASSIONSANTÉ.BE 
The leading health portal in Belgium  
701.319 readers/surfers per month

IMMOVLAN.BE  
The growing real estate website
863.681 surfers per month

GOCAR.BE  
The upscale car website
534.881 surfers per month

CINENEWS.BE
The Belgian movies website 
303.812 surfers per month

SOSOIR.BE  
The new lifestyle website
240.078 surfers per month

RTLINFO.BE  
The French-speaking TV news website 
1.187.164 surfers per month

N°1 of the Belgian French-speaking  

Newsbrands with 68% market share.

Newsbrands

Source: CIM 2017 

Total Brand
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Mediactivate 

      your business
We can help you reach out and connect with the French-speaking population as we have a profound understanding of who 
they are, and what excites them. In fact, we’re committed to delivering optimal service to our advertisers, and organized as 
such. By integrating our teams into your business strategy, we are able to develop media solutions that will not only activate 
your brands, but also your business. Our multi-skills teams are used to juggling with online and offl  ine media and are able to 
tailor your media strategies to fully engage with communities of customers and gather a maximum amount of data on them.



Product

manager

Business 

skills

UX/UI

Developer

Rossel 

Advertising

Mediactivist

Agency 

representative

Analyst 

data

Head of 

Growth 

Marketer

Growth 

team
STRUCTURE

Philosophy



Together, let’s make  

your business grow. 

Rossel Advertising has over one hundred mediactivists who master both offline and digital media. Our mediactivists, as we now call our fellow 
colleagues, are more than merely order takers; they are actors, counselors and partners of your media strategy. Polyvalent and creative, they are 
available to design a tailor-made media solution for each of their clients.

Branded content? Native, print or digital solutions? Tailor-made studies and dashboards? There are no ready-made answers, nor ready-to-serve plans: 
each request is treated as a new challenge from scratch. Naturally, this Growth Marketing oriented dynamic relies on our strong analytical, research, 
targeting and amplification tools. Last but not least, and as a clear sign of confidence in our new philosophy “Mediactivate your business” and faithful to 
our commitment to you as a business partner, Rossel Advertising has initiated a success fee system for its clients.

The advertising ecosystem has changed fundamentally. 

And so have we. 
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100 people ready to take action for you.

With either national or regional responsibilities, and each a crossmedia expert, our sales team is more than 60 people strong. And 40 other media specialists in native 
advertising, research, traffic and marketing business units support them. In this way, Rossel Advertising’s mediactivists are able to select the most powerful touchpoints  
in unpublished cross-media approaches.

Meet our  

Mediactivists

Philosophy



Support  

Sales offers

•  Marketing Business Development
•  AdOperations team

Support Sales  

Marketing & Administration

•  Research expertize •  Marketing & Communication
•  Administration  •  Trafficking team
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International  

& Partnerships

Sales teams

National

Sales teams

Digital Experts

Targeting/ 

Programmatic…

Proximity

Free Press

Native

Brand Native Hub 

Jobs section 

Références

Mag Advertising

Sales teams

Regional 

Sales teamsAdvertisers



Expertise & partners

To manage the fragmentation of media today, multiplication of touchpoints and abundance of  
advertising solutions, Rossel Advertising has all the tools, competences and partners to excel in  
the new communication channels.

Brand Native Hub 
BRAND CONTENT & NATIVE ADVERTISING STRATEGY 
With its Brand Native Hub department, Rossel Advertising has established a unique methodology that enables brands to roll out 
their content marketing strategy in the very best way. You already have your content? We can amplify it through all of our brands 
and qualified readers via native advertising strategies, DNA or amplification tools like Outbrain. You don’t have your content yet? 
With the help of NewsMaster for editorial strategies and written content or Moovizz for video production, Rossel is able to develop 
the required Content Marketing, follow it through and then draw conclusions via the data for the next round.

The best expertise 
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The alliance of new technologies  

with the most advanced know-how. 

Newsmaster 
CONTENT PRODUCTION 
NewsMaster offers the perfect mix between journalistic excellence and marketing strategy to deliver high-value editorial content for 
companies and brands through a 360° diffusion (online, mobile, social, print and video). While measuring the impact in real time.

Moovizz 
VIDEO CONTENT CREATION  
Today, video content is what is most appreciated by the public. Our own production company produces impactful videos across all sectors.

Digiteka 
VIDEO CONTENT BROADCASTING  
A recent acquisition, Digiteka is among the European leaders of Instream video with a monthly audience of nearly 50 million  
views and 300 million streamed videos. Its video solutions ensure advertisers strong and engaged audiences as well as the ability  
to optimize the KPIs of their campaigns (visibility, completion, …).



Expertise & partners

Outbrain 
CONTENT AMPLIFICATION 
The world’s leading premium discovery platform allows internet users to discover interesting, trustworthy content and brands and editors to 
strengthen the engagement and to generate additional income while benefiting from a great wealth of data and analysis on the users’ behaviour. 

Wibbitz 
VIDEO CONTENT CREATION FROM PICTURES  
Video is key to a successful digital, mobile, and social publishing strategy. Wibbitz automatically creates premium videos from text 
content within seconds, delivering simple and scalable video production for your success.

Google 360 and nugg.ad 
TARGETING AND DATA ANALYSIS     
Our recent collaboration agreement with nugg.ad, the European leader in audience and predictive targeting, will help advertisers combine 
socio-demographic, consumption behaviours and generated interests for cross targeting. This relies on high-performance tools that look 
at no less than 80 criteria grouped over 5 categories. This association reinforces our positioning as pioneers in digital solutions.

Teads 
OUTSTREAM VIDEO ADVERTISING 
Teads is the inventor of outstream video advertising and the leading native video advertising marketplace. We are working with Teads to create new 
outstream video inventory, and monetizing it through programmatic buying, their own sales force, or third parties including Teads Demand. Teads is a 
pioneer in advertising experiences that respect the user, create unprecedented levels of premium inventory that previously didn’t exist. 
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Rubicon 
AUTOMATED ADVERTISING PLATFORM  
Rubicon automated advertising platform is used by the world’s leading publishers and applications to transact with top brands around 
the globe enabling them to reach many more customers.

Adform 
DATA & REAL-TIME TRADING     
From traditional ads to emerging mediums, Adform delivers the tools advertisers need to combine data with powerful creative formats. 
These are brought to life via precise and efficient real-time trading, enabling premium advertising across any device at any time.

Sharethrough 
NATIVE ADVERTISING SOFTWARE     
Sharethrough’s native advertising software is helping the Internet evolve beyond interruptive ads. Sharethrough for Publishers lets 
publishers manage their entire native ad strategy from sale to delivery and measurement.

App Nexus 
BRAND-SAFE DIGITAL ADVERTISING     
The AppNexus Marketplace is the leading destination for quality, cost-efficient, transparent and brand-safe digital advertising. 
AppNexus  products help buyers and sellers improve campaign performance and maximize revenue.



Mag Advertising

Rossel’s Mag Advertising is the new leading magazine saleshouse in the south of the country. 
18 brands and 3,3 million readers strong, it off ers advertisers the opportunity to (re)discover a unique media.

A media that: 
•  reaches 89% of Belgian people
•  provides brands with a rewarding context that helps build confi dence
•  delivers premium off er and content thanks to its press/web complementarity 
•  simultaneously generates reach and selectivity 
•  helps build communities of infl uencers
•  leverages brand content like no other media

MAGADVERTISING.BE

 A new leading magazine  

advertising saleshouse

Our new partner
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